3800 engine swap

The block is made of cast iron and all use two-valve-per-cylinder iron heads, actuated by
pushrods. The engine, originally designed and manufactured in the United States, was also
produced in later versions in Australia. The was on the Ward's 10 Best Engines of the 20th
century list, made Ward's yearly 10 Best list multiple times, and is one of the most-produced
engines in history. To date, over 25 million have been produced. In , GM sold the design to
Kaiser-Jeep. The muscle car era had taken hold, and GM no longer felt the need to produce a
V6, considered in North America an unusual engine configuration at the time. The energy crisis
a decade later prompted the company to buy the design back from American Motors AMC , who
had by that point bought Kaiser-Jeep , and the descendants of the early continue to be the
most-common GM V6 as it developed into a very durable and reliable design. This engine has
the cylinders numbered on the left-hand bank front bank for FWD applications and on the
right-hand bank, the number 1 cylinder being the furthest from the flywheel end. The firing order
is Washington Avenue in Saginaw, Michigan. The uneven firing pattern was often perceived as
roughness, leading a former American Motors executive to describe it as "Rougher than a cob.
In , Buick redesigned the crankshaft to a "split-pin" configuration to create an "even-firing"
version. Since the cylinders center-lines were no longer centralized over the crank pin bearing
journals, the connecting rods were re-designed with the big-ends offset from the piston pin
ends by 1. The engine in this configuration became known to have "off-center bore spacing".
The off-center design continued up until the LN3 version of the engine, when the left-hand bank
of cylinders was moved forward relative to the right-hand bank. Although the actual bore
spacing between cylinders on the same bank remained unchanged at 4. Buick Division,
concerned about high manufacturing costs of their innovative aluminum V8, sought to develop
a cheaper, cast-iron engine based on the same tooling. In initial form, it had a bore and stroke of
3. Dubbed the Fireball V6, it became the standard engine in the Buick Special. The bore was
increased to 3. It was known as the Dauntless V6 and used a much heavier flywheel than the
Buick version to damp vibrations resulting from the engine's firing pattern. Buick sold the
tooling for this engine to Kaiser in , as the demand for the engine was waning steadily in an era
of V8s and muscle cars. One quick idea was tried by Buick engineers â€” taking an old Fireball
V6 picked up at a junkyard and installing it into a Buick Apollo. However, AMC's cost per unit
was deemed as too high. Instead of buying completed engines, GM made an offer to buy back
the tooling and manufacturing line from AMC in April, , and began building the engines on
August The bore was enlarged to 3. In , GM began to market the as the 3. Starting in , the engine
was used in the front-wheel drive Buick Riviera , though still with a longitudinal mounting.
Larger valves and better intake and exhaust boosted the power output for A turbocharged
version was introduced as the pace car at the Indianapolis , and a production turbo arrived in
The turbo 3. The LC2 engine has a bore x stroke of 3. The turbocharged Buick Regal Grand
National GNX was called America's quickest automobile, and the model continues to be
collected and appreciated today. A smaller version of this engine was produced in and for the
Century, Regal and Chevrolet Monza. The bore was reduced to 3. This engine was used in many
large rear-wheel drive Buicks, and in some models from each of GM's other divisions, including
Cadillac which offered the "big" Buick V6 in several models from to as a credit option to the
troublesome V engine used in and early versions of the aluminum-block Cadillac HT V8
introduced in It was also the standard powerplant in the front-drive Riviera and Oldsmobile
Toronado from to Additionally, the 4. Its only weakness was the intake valve seals. This was the
first naturally aspirated GM V-6 to feature a 4-barrel carburetor. Introduced in , it was a lower
deck version of the 3. It shared the same bore size as its larger sibling, but featured a smaller
stroke of 2. The LN7 is a multiport fuel injected version of the LK9. It was introduced for and
used the VIN code: L. It was replaced in with the 3. In mid, the 3. In , it received sequential fuel
injection SFI and it was initially produced in two forms, the LG2 with flat lifters tappets , and the
LG3 with a roller camshaft and lifters. The latter was offered in various models through From ,
the 3. Power produced by this engine was:. Introduced in , the LN3 would later be loosely
considered the Pre-Series I , although the older 3. This generation continued in use in several
GM products into the early s. In fact, supercharger -related hardware can be fitted to an LN3
without changing the cylinder heads ECM reprogramming required. The L27 has a two piece,
upper plenum intake and lower intake, the LN3 is all one piece. A smaller 3. It is effectively a
lower-deck version of the , with a smaller bore and stroke of 3. Unlike the , however, it used a
batch-fire injection system rather than sequential injection, as evidenced by the lack of a cam
position sensor. It also did not have a balance shaft. However, the Australian L27 retained the
LN3's one piece upper intake and lower plenum. The L36 made its debut in HP was rated at for
engines Gen2 supercharger with a 2. All of the additional horsepower for Gen3 supercharged
engines was gained by using epoxy not teflon as commonly believed coated supercharger
rotors to improve efficiency, a larger supercharger inlet and throttle body, Thus the utilized a 2.

The easiest way to spot the difference between the Gen2 and Gen3 is the smaller pulley and the
ribs on the side of the Gen2 extend all the way down the sides, while the Gen3 ribs stay on only
the top, they perform sightly differently and interchanging one without tuning may result in
strange behavior of the engine. Redline on Gen3 engines is at rpm but the ECM will shift at rpm
without performance shift enabled. Introduced in , the Series II is quite a different engine. It is
also by far the most popular of the family for its power, smoothness, fuel efficiency, and
reliability, although the stroke for the 3. That said, the engine architecture was vastly changed.
The deck height is shorter than the Series I, reducing weight and total engine package size. A
new intake manifold improved breathing while a redesigned cylinder head featured larger valves
and a higher compression ratio. The new intake manifold greatly improved airflow. To meet
emissions standards, an EGR tube was placed in the intake manifold to reduce combustion
temperatures. GM recalled 1. The fire could spread to the nearby plastic spark plug wire
retainers on the valve cover and then to the rest of the engine compartment. GM fitted the
affected vehicles with redesigned spark plug wire retainers. The engine would then hydrolock.
The lower intake gaskets and upper intake manifolds were revised, correcting all these issues.
The L67 is the supercharged version of the Series II L36 and appeared in , one year after the
normally aspirated version. Both engines share the same engine blocks, but compression is
reduced from 9. Final drive ratios are reduced in most applications, for better fuel economy and
for improved use of the engine's torque in the low RPM range. Like most V6s, the engine is well
known for its reliability and low maintenance costs. The engine is a popular choice for
aftermarket modification thanks to its very strong internals and impressive power gains from
basic upgrades. The Series III engines include many changes. The upper and lower intake
manifold is now aluminum on the naturally aspirated models. Intake ports are mildy improved,
1. Electronic throttle control is added to all versions, as is returnless fuel injection. Emissions
are also reduced. Also note that Series III engines are the base for any produced for the year
and up. The difference is that Series III engines received the new superchargers Generation 5 Eaton M90 - if equipped , intake manifolds, fuel systems, and electronics. It is still a 3.
Compression remains at 9. The powdered metal connecting rods were meant to be introduced
in along with the L32, but the GM plant in Bay City, Michigan that supplies the Flint, Michigan
plant could not achieve the desired production dates in time for that engine year. Introduced in ,
the main differences between the L67 and the L32 are the L32's electronic throttle control,
slightly improved cylinder head design, and updated Eaton supercharger, the Generation 5 M
As with the L67, premium fuel 91 octane or higher is required, but the PCM can compensate for
lower octane fuel at the cost of acceleration. The use of below 87 octane fuel can cause
detonation that eventually leads to engine damage and failure. Production of the V6 engine
officially ended on August 22, when plant 36 was closed. There was a closing ceremony and
speakers who extolled the virtues of the engine. Originally GM had set this date for January 1, ;
however, due to the vast number of complaints from both investors and customers because of
the popularity and reliability of the engine, the date was extended. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Buick Kaiser Jeep American Motors. This engine was used
in the following vehicles:. These engines should not be confused as being the same, and are
unique engine designs. Applications :. Ward's Communications, Inc. Automobil Revue in
German and French. Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag AG. Retrieved Categories : Buick engines
Jeep engines V6 engines. Hidden categories: CS1 German-language sources de CS1
French-language sources fr Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
February Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. Eaton M62 or M90 some versions.
Rochester carburetor Fuel injection. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Buick V6 engine.
The first appeared in It is virtually the same as the FWD Buick 3. In , the supercharged version
appeared using a M62 blower. The cranks and heads are all the same, except for balancing
differences according to my info. In models, the I SC switched to teflon coated roots in the M62
blower increasing efficiency. There is programming available from In , the SC engine changed to
the series II design. A few things are different between the series I and series II engines which is
worth mentioning for installation purposes. The series II engine has about a 1" shorter deck
height than the series I. This makes the engine shorter and narrower allowing easier installation
of exhaust and extra hood clearance as well as more room in the engine compartment overall.
The heads are altogether different than the series I and also flow much better. Because of the
shorter deck height, connecting rods are also shorter too, giving the Series II engine less
reciprocating mass at the expense of rod-to-stroke ratio. The basically makes the need of a
girdle unnecessary. The bottom end of the series II is very strong. Nothing is interchangeable

between the Series I and series II engines besides a few insignificant parts. The naturally
asperated versions of the did not have internal parts designed for boost duty. While you can put
boost on a naturally asperated engine, durability and reliability will not be as great as if you
would have used the supercharged engine parts. For this first swap I did not yet have the ability
to reprogram the stock chip. At first, we used a beefed C trans but later swapped to the 4TE OD
unit because we did not like the high revs the engine was spinning at on the highway. The 92
PCM will work with the non-electronic C, but this took some work. The C's final drive of 2. The
stock Fiero VSS outputs a digital, 4, pulses per mile signal that will not work here. The PCM ppm
output from the PCM will feed the Fiero's stock speedo but you will need to build an interface to
make it work like the one pictured below: Of course, nowadays I can reprogram nearly all of the
computers to work with any speed sensor you have. The easiest, DIY mounting solution using
factory available stock transmission mounts on the drivers side of the 4TE. The only
modification needed was the elongation of the holes in the cradle to allow the trans to side to
the driver's side ever so slightly. Both feature an offset stud on the top and bottom. This bracket
will need to be modified slightly ground on so it will bolt to the series II block but it is no big
deal. Most of these brackets don't have holes drilled in them but even if they are already there
you might have to enlarge or drill new ones so you can position your mounts correctly. Some of
the casting was a little too thick for the studs on the mounts but a little grinding of the bracket
fixed this. This gave me the proper mounting height of the engine I needed. Obviously, you
could use smaller stuff and make the engine sit a little lower but the CV axles tend to get really
close to the cradle so I elected to keep it as low as I felt comfortable with which still allowed me
room to level the drive train out. Next, you will see what I did with the rear passenger side
transmission mount: Here I used the same Dodge truck mounts but welded a plate to the bottom
of a 95 Bonneville doggy bone mount which bolts to the trans under the CV outlet after it was
trimmed a little bit. It looks tight but you can get to all the nuts to facilitate replacement or
removal. Finally, I added a engine support strut "dog bone" mount. You don't need to do this
but because I plan to put down some serious power with this car, I felt the added rigidity would
pay dividends later on: Its kind of hard to see in this pic but I used a slightly modified engine
strut bracket from a V6. I modified it so it would not interfere with the 's alternator support
bracket, in fact, it now bolts to it. The strut mount is from a 98 GTP and the big end has been
totally cut off and shortened so it would fit in the space I have allowed. Basically, the part of the
strut mount that bolts to the trunk wall is solid mounted via a single cross bolt which still allows
it to pivot. The front of the mount still has the rubber insert so there is a slight amount of
isolation present. The end result is this is about as solid of mounting as you can get while still
using rubber. I think this has the added benefit of a moderate amount of isolation while at the
same time offering a high amount of strength. I purposely doubled up the mounts because they
were cheap and I didn't trust just one per side especially with the amount of torque I am
producing. I have since invented a better stronger and more reliable rubber mounting solution
since I wrote the above article. These new mounts use Fiero front engine cradle bushings as the
rubber mount. Pics of the "bullet-proof" rubber mounts are below:. The one pictured works with
the up Series II exhaust manifold. If you do not have a swivel joint on your manifold, you will
need to purchase and install some kind of exhaust flex piece in the exhaust system. Exhaust,
Series I If you live in a state that looks for the cat to be in a stock location, forget about what I
did and plan on spending a lot of time fabricating exhaust pieces. All I and II exhaust dumps out
the back. There is just enough room between the flange of the series I manifold and the trunk
heat shield to get an elbow in there. Very tight here but it can be done. I sawed a hockey puck in
half and then drilled holes in them and simply inserted it between the existing cradle mount and
the body. Might throw alignment and rear suspension geometry off a tad but I think the extra
room was worth it. Now, back to the exhaust With the 90 degree elbow on, the exhaust shoots
over to the pass side where I welded in a 2. This will bring the exhaust right to the stock location
muffler inlet. I am using a single outlet muffler so I don't know if it will clear a factory dual outlet
unit's right side outlet pipe or not. Rest of exhaust mounts up in pretty much the stock location
but it is very close to the truck's heat shield allowing the top of the muffler to just clear the
exhaust dump from the 's manifold. Cooling system Some of my conversions were done in
original 4-cyl, pre cars and the stock 4cyl upper hose fit with slight modification to the hose.
Instead, I fill the coolant in my 87 from the rear heater return line by the alternator in the bracket
because 87's have the heater return plumed directly into the radiator return line before the
cradle. The 85 has no such pluming so I simply used a prestone access "T" there instead.
Wiring I use the stock fiero harness in most cases but you will need to add some wires. If you
have an automatic, here you will have an advantage because you will have an unused shift
cable hole to run more wires thru. I simply repined the fiero's stock ecm connectors so they
would be correct for the PCM I was using and then just added wires and ran them thru the

drilled out shift cable bracket grommet for the other stuff. Extensive work here, you better know
how to solder and read wiring diagrams otherwise you might want to have someone else do the
work. Fuel System I changed fuel pumps to the WalBro units and used stainless, braded, rubber
flex fuel line wherever needed to couple the existing fiero fuel system to the engine. The Walbro
has been superseded by the Walbro F pump. With this kit, this pump is a direct drop-in
replacement for Fieros. Earlier Fieros will require some in-tank rewiring as shown below. I
recommend the use of crimp connectors with shrink tubing containing glue. A problem you will
run into with automatics is compatibility with the ECM. The PCS in the E acts as a modulator
and controls trans line pressure. In most cases, the PCM can be tuned to work with
non-electronic automatic transmissions. Other than that, the only thing one has to worry about
is durability of the transmission as GM never designed a FWD type manual transmission to
handle the torque output of a Series 2 Supercharged engine. If you are using a stock Fiero
Muncie 4-speed or Getrag 5-speed manual transmission with a Series 2 or 3 engine, you can use
a stock manual trans flywheel from a Camaro or Firebird Series 2 engine. Keep in mind Series 2
and 3 engines are externally balanced, and there is an external offset balance weight cast into
the flywheel. Supercharged versions of these engines have a different amount of external
counter-balance weight than non-supercharged engines, so it is advised to have the flywheel
balance-matched to the stock auto trans flexplate you take off of your supercharged engine to
retain proper engine balance. DO NOT attempt to reuse these bolts. I do not recommend the use
of non-GM substitute bolts in this application unless you obtain the proper torque
specifications from the bolt manufacturer. DO NOT use factory torque specs with non-factory
bolts in this instance. Below are some examples of the different oil filter adapters GM makes
that will work with the Series I and II, as well as the and 3. This adapter can be found on N-body
Grand Am cars on the 3. Because of ground clearance, only the PF47 short style oil filter can be
used. This adapter can be found on series I and II equipped w-body cars. This style routes the
filter above the right CV axle. This adapter can be found on some Full-size GM cars equipped
with the engine. This design routes the filter right next to the crank balancer above the cradle
frame rail. Because of space constraints, you may only be able to use the PF47 short style filter.
This design kicks the filter back towards the oil pan behind the balancer. This will work in the
Fiero, however, if the use of the long style filter PF52 is desired, you may need to cut away the
left side cradle mount. If your exhaust is routed like the stock Fiero, you may also have issues
in trying to use this adapter. This oil filter adapter is from an F-body L36 This adapter will offer
plenty of clearance for most any Fiero swap although you may not be able to use the long PF52
oil filter due to clearance issues with the chassis frame rail. These plugs are of a pretty high
heat range and should not be used for any kind of performance duty. AutoLite makes
inexpensive copper and a little more expensive premium Iridium spark plugs for the Series 2
and 3 engines in a variety of heat ranges. A chart with AutoLite part numbers is below I do not
recommend the use of Platinum Plugs of any brand be used in Supercharged or Turbocharged
engines of any kind. Platinum tips are known to melt and blow off the spark plug's electrodes
during extended full throttle runs in boosted engines. The blown-off Platinum tips can embed
themselves between the piston and cylinder, causing damage. Iridium has a higher melting
temperature than Platinum and thus will stand up to the heat better. Cheap copper plugs do
work in boosted applications. Common problems associated with using copper plugs in
boosted applications for too long usually first show up as random cylinder misfires. I've had
copper plugs go bad in a Turbo application in as soon as 3, miles. A quality set of Iridium plugs
will last 25, - , miles; depending on the application. Each install is custom done as per your
request. Price will vary for each swap. No two swaps I have done thus far have been the
same-This keeps it interesting. Cost of parts is up to you. It takes me weeks to complete your
swap from the day you drop it off. What you get for the labor is the following:. Labor to replace
the oil pan, valve cover, intake and supercharger gaskets, throttle body, oil filter housing, and
exhaust manifolds. I upgrade the coupler and change the supercharger oil at this time. I can
port the supercharger at this time for an additional cost. Labor to service the oil and oil filter
using 5w40 Mobil 1 oil and a Bosch oil filter. Labor to change the spark plugs, relocate the coils,
and fabricate custom ignition wires. Labor to paint and prep all engine related components.
Powder coating and ceramic coating available at an additional cost. Labor to remove engine bay
insulation and paint engine bay satin black. We can leave firewall insulation attached or install
new custom insulation for an additional cost. When the cradle is removed and reinstalled, the
slight shifting of the cradle will put the alignment out of spec. We can set it to factory specs or
your custom specs. What you get: I will locate a low mileage less than 40,miles series 2 or
series 3 supercharged complete with donor wiring and pcm. Engine will be degreased and
painted. I will convert the system to a refrigerant. Working water temp gauge, oil pressure
gauge, voltmeter, fuel level gauge, tachometer and speedometer your calibration will vary due

to condition and age of instruments in the Fiero. Manual Transmission option. We will reuse
your axles. Spec stage 3 clutch kit or your preference of brand Custom built flywheel
rebalanced for SC. Automatic Transmission option. Transmission will be degreased and
painted. We can install your modified or aftermarket parts that you want done with your swap I.
You are getting more in our base install package than other installers offer in their stage 2.
Compare apples to apples. See what you get here for the price. What you get for the labor is the
following: Labor to remove your old drive train and install the Labor to change the spark plugs,
relocate the coils, and fabricate custom ignition wires Labor to paint and prep all engine related
components. Labor to fabricate exhaust system Labor to replace the water pump and inspect all
belt rollers. Labor to replace the clutch and inspect the clutch hydraulic system. Labor to
service the transmission and modify the axles-automatic transmission What you get: I will
locate a low mileage less than 40,miles series 2 or series 3 supercharged complete with donor
wiring and pcm. Engine will be degreased and painted New water pump. Belt rollers will be
inspected and replaced as needed. I will convert the system to a refrigerant Poly mounts to hold
the new drive train. We will reuse your axles Spec stage 3 clutch kit or your preference of brand
Custom built flywheel rebalanced for SC Automatic Transmission option 4T65eHD transmission
- pan gasket and filter will be replaced. Have a question on judging, my Regal GS had a bad rod
making a loud noise. The first engine shop i i took it to had the the car for 3 months never
touched it short of help. The next shop i took it to said its a bad rod so they changed the motor
said its a new engine 0 miles on it. My question is now that it has a new engine how do the entry
form for the next years Buick meet. Since its not a matching engine numbers car what category
do i put in in? If you replaced the old with a same looking new, I doubt if anyone is going to
compare numbers. I do not recall any requirement to check engine or other numbers. But if you
wanted to go for Archival status you would disclose that the engine was replaced and that
would cause a loss of points. I enter it in Archival as a result. I don't know the prior history of
the car. I might not have asked the seller or they might not have known. What happens then? Or
if the orig engine had a failure which required serious repair? Even a serious repair under the
OEM warranty? With a shop that used a "close match" paint for the rebuilt orig engine, to make
it look nicer? Or radiator hoses were replaced, which had a different style of hose clamp, but
correct in all other aspects? On the other hand, IF there was a concern for possible "points
loss" due to a repair, why was this not addressed with the repair shops? Such that "repair"
rather than "replace at their discretion" issues were discussed? But that would possibly have
led to many other issues, as a result. In this case, "full disclosure" would be an "honor
situation", to me. What if the transaxle was replaced with a GM Reman unit, prior to the time I
might have purchased the used car? Obviously, if the vehicle had been modified i. Which a
quick VIN decode would reveal. What "nits" need picking and which ones don't? Unless there
has been a program change for archival, it is up to the owner to reveal what has been changed
on the car. The judges will also look to see what may have been changed and was not reported.
But I do not believe they get into engine s depth. For example a '56 engine replaced with
another '56 Buick engine is not a deduction. But this rule should be verified in case that has
changed. In my mind original could be a original replacement. Example in Archival some of the
car can be repainted. So the engine parts that are attached to the engine are most likely to be
noticed if they are not for the correct year and model. In the case of your GS You need to be a
member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy!
Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Posted August 27, Link to post
Share on other sites. RivNut 4, Posted August 27, JohnD 6, Posted August 28, Posted August
28, NTX 1, Posted August 28, Just some thoughts, NTX If the motor has been changed and you
don't know it, then you go with what you know. Barney Eaton 1, Posted August 28, Posted
September 15, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to
leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a
new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Followers 1. Go to topic listing.
Sign In Sign Up. Check us out on ebay today. Programming is usually days from the time I
receive the PCM in my hands. PCS transmission controllers are standalone transmission
controllers capable of controlling the majority of the electronic automatic transmissions on the
market today. Customers program shift points, shift firmness, torque converter lockup and
many other parameters using either the user-friendly Windows PC interface or the PCS touch
screen Dash Logger. Extruded Aluminum Blue Anodize Case. CAN 2. Real-time tuning and data
logging with a PC. Real-time tuning and data logging with PCS hand-held touchscreen interface.
In-Field Flash Upgradeable. Frequency Range 0 â€” 10 kHz. Analog Voltage VDC. Programmable
Input Parameters. Failure Diagnostics for each Analog Input. Digital programmable active high
or low. Overvoltage Protection for Each Input. Output Channel Current Monitoring. Products
FastFieros. Home Contact Search. Email Phone Form. Contact ME! Privacy Sitemap. Think of

the shipping costs if you are in Canada. You will not need to worry about a home made or 3rd
party spoof failing in the middle of no where. You do not send in a PCM. Made upon order only.
Product Description This low mount relocates the alternator to the old power steering location.
This allows the clearance needed for the decklid to clear when closed. This unit also features a
tensioned loaded pulley to secure the belt at all times. No adjustments needed just as it is in an
OEM type setup. Belt is not included, but I will provide a part number to get you started. The
size can vary do to several types of pulleys GM used on the various year models of 's from Back
to Top. You must send me your 2 hoses, or it is additional cost if I provide all parts. The hoses
are not the same size, so new ends must be welded to the existing ends, and 2 new hoses are
provided by me. Cap includes custom made screws also. Your choice of lettering. Maybe you
just want this cap only and the Pegasus on it. I can also look at custom engraving something on
there for you. Please indicate what engraving you want. ALL the below I have done now.
Product Description Features : Any of the above block off, or I can try to custom engrave
something for you. This delete cap is designed with a button on the back side so it does stay in
place while tightening it. I can custom engrave something here if you have something in mind.
Product Description Features Back to Top. Product Description This version of block off is
unlike any other from other vendors. This one has a real block off button that goes into the
intake, and into the exhaust manifold. What is does in function is to seal better, allow you to
tighten the bolt without the block off moving around and possibly having a small leak that you
would not see. You get two of these. One is for the intake under the TB, the other goes in the
exhaust manifold. These are exact size as the exsiting EGR plates so you use the old bolts with
these block offs. Product Description I cannot brag enough about how well this unit shifts a
transmission, and how easy it is to modify the programming. This setup will allow your
conversion to shift once you take that first test run. Phone support to get your transmission
properly tuned is available once you have it installed and going. Direct bolt on. Radio Freq
controlled to the PCS controller. Product Description Thermostat housing with internal and easy
to remove thermostat. This allows filling the engine from the rear making it the highest point in
the system. Easy to get all air from the system with this. Heater core support output, and
allowing proper pressure relief on the cooling system. There is a little less work on sandrail
wiring, so the price is reduced. Product Description As you can see the first picture is the
starting point of taking both harness down to each individual wire and connector. This is what
sets me apart from any other vendor in the USA. I also in house program your PCM to you exact
project. Product Description Includes only the flywheel. No bolts for attachment Back to Top.
There are bolts provided in 2 special holes, and one crankshaft to torque converter bushing not
pictured at this time. Product Description What this does for you.. All in one unit. Gives you that
nice clean install look for your advanced swap. Can be used on ANY car or truck conversion. All
parts needed to replace the in tank pump on Fiero. If you have a , the pigtail must be changed.
My kit does include the pigtail connector. Product Description This adapter allows you to keep
all your horse power flowing out of the engine. The transverse environment is so tight, the
exhaust must be kept as free flowing as possible. This adapter allows the LS7 exhaust manifold
to be used in place with the 4T65eHD automatic transmission. There are some really nice
features to this adapter. First, is the angle needed to keep the exhaust manifold on 'plane' with
the exhaust valve exit point. I have a very nice CNC ported funnel keeping velocity of the
exhaust flow at a premium. Product Description Features: Poly mounts keep all that horsepower
in place. Practicially no torque steer issues with these mounts holding the engine and
transmission in place on the cradle. Product Description??? All Rights Reserved. Shipping
USPS priority mail always. This low mount relocates the alternator to the old power steering
location. Features being able to use the compressor mated to the Fiero AC system. Item Name:
This is to replace that ugly black multi port cap for those that are looking for that clean install
look. Item Name: PCV replacement caps with engraving. Features : Any of the above block off,
or I can try to custom engrave something for you. This version of block off is unlike any other
from other vendors. I cannot brag enough about how well this unit shifts a transmission, and
how easy it is to modify the programming. Twist Machine Paddle shifter for the Fiero.
Thermostat housing with internal and easy to remove thermostat. As you can see the first
picture is the starting point of taking both harness down to each individual wire and connector.
Includes only the flywheel. No bolts for attachment. What this does for you.. VS cam - IC Stage 2
type mod's. This adapter allows you to keep all your horse power flowing out of the engine.
Features: Poly mounts keep all that horsepower in place. Type a short or long description of
your product and it's features here. Low mounts in stock today. Newest design has tension belt
assembly, cleaned, and blasted. There are many places on the internet these days with
information on the installation of engines in a hybrid environment. Its concept to take an engine
from one car, and decide to put it in yet another car of different year model and even make.

While some swaps have been around for years with lots of development targeted to this
installation process, not all things are done the same way by everyone. There are "opinions",
there are facts, and then there are idea's. Everyone must try something in order to really find
out accomplishment or failure. You learn something new everyday, or its a very boring day if
you ask me. You learn from mistakes and help someone else not make the same mistake if you
are a good person. We all learn a lot from bringing theory into real-world practice. More about
opinions: "UNLESS" you have tried and tested a method, or you have emailed the GM engineer
team that knows the correct answers, then you have an opinion. I have both opinions, and I take
the time to find the answers from the correct sources. There is one individual in the Fiero
community that likes to brag about all his degrees and certifications in the automotive industry,
yet he lacks practical knowledge and application. If you have an idea try it, but don't beat up on
someone else's idea's because you think it is wrong. If no one tried to put 's in Fieros, we might
not have this great install we have today. Someone is always first, then there are always
follower's after that. Be an inventor and share your ideas. Here are my idea's and opinions
about installing 's to Fieros. Please note that my project page is loaded with pictures upon
pictures of my installs. You can clearly see that thur today, my installs have evolved to a very
nice art, and cleanliness of the installation of the SuperCharged engine to the Fiero. There are
several based engines. I will cover what I consider the easiest to find and it has all the "right"
stuff to start with. First, we want power and dollar for dollar value in what we do. It has the
correct oil filter housing, the correct supercharger tensioner assembly, the correct engine
coolant temp sensor, and a few other small details that make this engine the best choice to look
for. Next is the transmission. Again the makes the best choice for ease of time and research on
what transmissions are available. What if your Fiero is a manual transmission Fiero? You will
most likely be wanting to keep that manual transmission. The Isuzu is an ok choice also. The 4
speed MY8 from the 84 Fiero is not that bad, but very hard to find these. What computer will you
run? You have to use wiring, and PCM for this. I do not support OBDI computers with
programming, nor wiring. I am not sure the number on OBDI, but it far less. Do you really need
all these parameters? Only the important ones that make the engine run the best, and the
transmission shift the best. It all has to do with signal quality, and design of engine components
working with the code they were designed for. Lets take the MAF mass air flow meter. This
device contributes to the IPW injection pulse width alot. The code in a OBDI is not calibrated to
this device. You can cheat the tables in OBDI to a point to make it work, but you are cheating
yourself in performance. OBDI does not even allow for this one signal parameter, so modifying
to enough power were 42 pound injectors are needed is going to be very difficult to get a proper
tune. This one subject I could write a book on the differences, and what is an advantage vs
disadvantage. Think about it this way. OBDI is dead. Zero development in GM or anywhere else
for that matter. They dont fit the Fiero directly, but one of them drivers side will be used to make
the right side axle. If you are using the Fiero manual transmission, then you will use the axles
from this. I will try to expand more on this later with pictures. Mounts: Yet another problem to
decide on. Poly or rubber? Rubber will NOT hold a SuperCharged engine in a Fiero that is used
to launch from a red light like you are drag racing. With gentle street driving, there are some
rubber mounts that might work. I dont use rubber mounts in my installs. I use Poly Urethane
with nice steel casings. If you add a 3. Dogbone: Yes, you need one if you do not stay with a
completely stock engine. Exhaust: Another area I can write a book on what works, and what
really works great. Point A to B solutions using the stock Fiero routing method is no longer
accepted by me. I dont like the CAT or any part of the exhaust running behind the gas tank area,
and under the cradle. This causes so many heat related issues, and other problems. I perfer to
use the stock SC exhaust over headers that were designed around specs that hurt the
performance of the engine vs helping it. TOG just went out of business either short term, or
perhaps long term as of SLP makes a great header, but I dont like the coating they use, and I
dont like the slip joint connection for the cross over. Low Mounting Alternator: There is some
speculation documented on the internet about the heater core support of an engine, and what it
does. I say heater core support because there is one area that effects another area. The
alternator sits on a large aluminum bracket assembly. This alternator conflicts with the decklid
of the Fiero. This gets complicated here, so please read carefully. The 97 and some 98 GTP
alternators are large. This will not clear the decklid on the coupe nor the fastback models. Now,
the 98 had a change to a smaller version, and this will clear the coupes, but not the fastbacks.
Same with the GTP or about any other model of car the comes from, the alternator is smaller,
and it will clear the coupes decklid, but not the fastbacks. So, in comes the idea to move the
alternator to the lower area where the power steering pump was at. We call this "low mount alt"
assembly. I build two different types of low mounts. Each supports the different alternators, and
it also has some different function of tensioning. Low mount alt bracket for using the Fiero

alternator is one way. I build this assembly out of the Fiero V6 alt bracket, the alt bracket, the
aluminum dogbone bracket. We are using the Fiero alt as the piviot point to tighten the belt. The
old tensioner is welded stationary in this application. Now, the second version supports the
alternator found on the engines. This alternator is smaller, it is stationary, so the tensioner is
used to keep the belt in tension. I build both versions usually based on what the customer
wants to use for an alternator and what is available to the customer for usage. Alot of engines
do not come with accessories, so the consumer will want to use the alternator from the Fieros 2.
Now we move to heater core support because if you low mount, it will change this alot. Why
attack someone with your opinion about how something is done? Why not apply a proper test
environment and back that opinion up with test data showing it is right or wrong to do
something? Well, here at FastFieros, I do test all aspects of my procedures and methods of
application. When this attack started coming from one of my competitors, I decided to email the
GM engineers I was talking with about the EcoTec projects I was working on. They in turn got
me in contact with the support group for the engines. I cannot overuse my communication with
GM people, as they tend to not answer emails very often anyway. So, what is the problem? The
low mount delete's the heater core input and outputs of the bracket assembly. You ask so what
Well, the bracket assembly has a drilled water passage. I remember the first day I saw the thing
cutting open those brackets to make the low mount assembly and thought, humm, must be
there for some reason. It is drilled and plugged from the backside where you cannot see the
plug. Why go to all that trouble for a little hole smaller than a typical pencil. My first thought was
water circulation to prevent pressure from building in the system. However, it made no sense to
this because the routing of the cooling system as a whole. As we can see here, the flow is from
the intake manifold to the alternator bracket, to the heater core, back to the alternator, and into
the water pump housing on the suction side. Now, why have that little hole there if the flow is in
a circle. Well, the heater core is not always circulating coolant. Also, I have received so many of
these alternator bracket assemblies, there are versions out there that are plugged on the inlet
side, and one version where it is plugged on both sides of the inlet and outlet. So, if we plug the
inlet and outlet of the alternator bracket assembly, the little transfer hole is all that is left for the
coolant to flow from the intake outlet to the water pump return side of that housing. Pressure
relief? The alternator creates alot of heat. Aluminum is a great heat dissipater but, when you
have degree coolant circulating in the material also, it creates a better cooling effect. GM
engineers have always looked for ways to cool items in cars. Heat is a car worse enemy inside
the engine, and outside in the engine compartment. Lets look at the Fiero. GM engineers put a
blower fan in the right rear of the V6 cars to blow cooler air on the alternator, and the coil. It
does not seem to help much, but hey, they tried. In 88, they left this device out of the car to
reduce production costs, and it did not work very well anyway. Then another example of GM
engineers using coolant to heat a device. The throttle body. They have coolant passing though
tubes on the Fiero to heat the throttle body. Same way on the throttle body of the 's. They have
coolant passages that pass coolant from the intake to the supercharger, then to the throttle
body. All these efforts to cool and heat at the same time. Cool the supercharger, heat the
throttle body. Ok, now the return side. The return is built into the right side coolant tube. Looks
great and functions very nice. Thermostat housing: Here we discuss what thermostat I use and
why. The Fiero thermostat housing is a nice unit. It provides easy access to the thermostat, and
it allows a fill point at the engine. The thermostat is under a housing that does not allow easy
access, and it does not provide a fill point. I modify the Fiero thermostat housing to provide 3
functions. Fill point of coolant to engine with ease, change thermostat or remove for diagnostic
purposes, heater core support output to heater core. These 3 functions are critical to a happy
cooling system on the Fiero. Air in the system creates steam, steam causes extreme hot spots
in the cylinder heads and leads to blown head gaskets. You must get all the air out of the
cooling system in a Fiero, and it is difficult. Heater core output to heater core is just that.
Thermostat to use. I like the Fiero thermostat because it can be purchased in several different
temperature ranges. I use 's. There is a huge difference in quality of thermostats sold for this
style of housing. The stainless steel version is the strongest. The brass version is the weakest.
DO NOT use the brass version if you can find the stainless steel ones. The brass versions have
been known to collapse. It pushes up on the cap hard enough to bent inside the housing. This
leads to another point of problem I have heard many times. The cap is bending the housing.
Well, the housing is getting weak from rust most likely. I have seen about thermostat housing
for the Fiero. I can tell you I have seen some thin enough I can bent the lip edges with my
fingers. These housings rust when a V6 engine sits for long periods with no coolant in the
system. The coolant has rust inhibitors to keep steel from corroding. Please check your
thermostat housing carefully. I bead blast all housings for the welding process, and repaint
every one I build. Fuel Pump: Here is yet another area I have been attacked on from others on

the internet. Again, they provide only theory's from text books and no real data to support their
claims. I have taken the time to send a fuel pump to Kinsler Fuel Injection for flow data on my
pump of choice. Well, its a AC Delco part for one thing. I have never purchased a bad one, and
never to this date had to remove one, nor any customer called and told me the fuel pump went
out. So what is this EP? It comes from the 94 Chevrolet Corvette with an LT1. Now, you would
think if a fuel pump can deliver fuel to a V8, it can support a V6 easy. Well, that could be true,
but we are dealing with a supercharged engine, with 38 pound injectors. So what is the data and
what is so recommended beyond this EP? The Walbro Now there are several versions of the to
start with. NOT all are created equal in flow. What is flow compared to pressure? I could write a
book on flow vs pressure, but it is beyond the scope of this FAQ at this time. Lets just say, we
want about lbs per hr on the injectors. How do I know this, and what is the flow data? I spent the
money for the test data to make sure I was not creating a problem for someone, and know that
my installs are the best I can make them for people. Here is the email directly quoted from Greg
at Kinsler Fuel Injection Typical boosted engine on gasoline runs at approx. They don't really
understand how the fuel system works. Most people when talking injector flow are referring to
static, or full open. People who are modifying there engines to more than HP are most likely
already going to know they need a Walbro , but the average consumer that wants a nice quiet
pump, easy to purchase at any GM dealer, or even AutoZone carries these, the EP will work fine.
Its called practical application, and not text book reading. I get asked very often I buy complete
drop outs. What does that look like? Here is one As you can see, this is the engine,
transmission, axles, wiring from the engine compartment, PCM, MAF, all sensors, all
accessories The shipping will kill you unless you are going somewhere really local and getting
the parts yourself. Get it all in one place if you can. I sell complete powertrains for this very
purpose to eliminate that hunt for parts here and there concept. There are many more questions
I want to answer about the installation of the to the Fiero, but I need to end at this time. Please
call me anytime 10am - 10pm central time, 7 days a week. My phone number is my cell phone
number. I don't like to spend 75 minutes on the phone talking about installations procedures,
but I certainly have many times. You have questions and idea's, I have answers and opinions to
help you Loyde FastFieros. FAQ FastFieros. Home Contact Search. Email Phone Form. Contact
ME! Privacy Sitemap. All Rights Reserved. The most common questions are : 1. Loyde, Typical
boosted engine on gasoline runs at approx. These numbers should be well within a nice safety
zone. Greg -- Greg Murchison Fax gregm kinsler. Loyde, 1 There are approx. There is NO true
standard. So when someone states a flow, they MUST state the pressure which that flow was
measured at. Same problem with pumps - people give false info and even talk about it
incorrectly. Biggest problem - people qoute flow numbers without any pressure load on pump.
Look at above numbers - you can see how important knowing the pressure is. Good luck! This
LS4 Engine is cc. These are the same heads used on the LS6 engine. The bell housing mounting
bolt pattern is the same as is used on all the GM front-wheel drive configurations. The 3. This
engine has weight-saving aluminum heads. This engine is a very logical replacement for the
factory Fiero engine. It will bolt directly to the 4-speed and 5-speed transmissions. This engine
is available as a like-new, factory rebuild or factory crate engine. This is the same engine used
in the Camaro and Firebird up to The heads and block are virtually the same as the 2. Relocation
of the starter to the other side of the block is the only major modification required. This engine
will bolt up directly to the Fiero transmission. Replacement of the stock Fiero Engine with a
Supercharged Engine is one of the highest levels of engine upgrade that you can perform to
your Fiero. This is one of the easier engine conversions, as there are many pre-made
components that allow the installation of this supercharged engine into the Fiero. This engine
will bolt directly into your Fiero with the T or your manual transmission. Using the Fiero
automatic is not recommended as the is not capable of supporting the additional horsepower
and torque of the engine. What it takes - 3. This is one of the highest output conversions for
your fiero. It is also one of the most difficult conversions to install. Modification of the engine
compartment is necessary to facilitate this installation. Special fabrication of all mounts and
brackets is required to accomplish the installation of this very large engine into the Fiero. The
performance increase achieved with this conversion is substantial over most other engine
swaps. The increase of installation labor is also substantial. It is highly recommended using the
transmission that comes with the Cadillac. You can, however, bolt the Fiero stick transmission
directly up to this engine. This Engine is a high-performance upgrade. It is a significant upgrade
over the stock Fiero Engine, probably one of the best upgrades to your Fiero. This engine block
is aluminum, with cast heads. This Engine w
chevy sonic trailer hitch
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chevy c10 wiki

ill fit with some minor modifications. It will bolt directly up to your Fiero 4-speed and 5-speed
transmissions. This engine resembles the looks of a big block Chevy with a throttle-body type
injection. Phone: Open Weekdays and Most Weekends. The performance components on our
pages are engineered and manufactured at our facility in Tehachapi, CA. All of the hardware
offered on our pages has been installed and is performing well in our own cars. If you have any
custom hardware requirements or suggestions for new products for the Fiero, don't hesitate to
contact us. Please note that some products may need assembly. We are not responsible for a
customer's inability to use basic hand tools. If this is a concern, please call so we can give you
the best time estimate. Toggle navigation. Click "what it takes" below the desired engine
conversion picture and description. Engine Conversion Information LS4. V Cid, 3. Supercharged
Motor. Special clutch and flywheel are required. What it takes - 4.

